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Let N,(x) be the number of arithmetic progressions that consist of m terms, all 
primes and not larger than x, and set F,,,(x) = C,x2/logmx (C, explicitly given). It 
is shown that Hardy and Littlewood’s prime k-tuple conjecture implies that 
N,(x) = F,(x){ 1 + x7’, aj log-/x + O((log X)-~-I)}, (here the bracket represents 
an asymptotic series with explicitly computable coefficients). This formula holds 
rather trivially for m = 1 and m = 2. It is proved here for m = 3, by the Vinogradov 
version of the Hardy-Ramanujan-Littlewood circle method. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is an old, but still unsolved, conjecture that there exist arbitrarily long 
arithmetic progressions, consisting only of primes. It has even been conjec- 
tured (presumably first by Erdiis) that if a set of integers A is such that the 
sum of its reciprocals diverges, i.e., 
then A contains arbitrarily long arithmetic progressions. 
While conjectures exist, very little is actually known about such 
progressions. Golubev [4] and Karst and Root [7, IO] have made computer 
searches for long arithmetic progressions of primes. Occasionally they also 
allow negative primes in some long sums of primes (e.g., -113, -83, -53, 
-23, 7, 37, 67, 97, 127, 157 with common difference 2 . 3 . 5 = 30), but here 
we shall consider only arithmetic progressions consisting of positive primes, 
3 <PI < P2 ( *** (Pm, Pj-l + Pj+ 1 = 2Pj for j=2,3 ,..., m-l. (1) 
It seems that the longest known progression of this kind contains 17 terms 
[ill. 
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Let us denote the number of arithmetic progressions like (1) with pm < x 
by N,(x). In a conversation with Professor P. X. Gallagher the question was 
raised how much is known about the behaviour of N,(x), for x + co, even in 
the first non-trivial case N,(x). As it turned out, the fact that 
lim x-1oo N,(x) = 03 is implicit in a theorem of van der Corput [3] and is 
stated explicitly by Chowla [2]. More can be said. In [l] Estermann, by 
developing in more detail essentially the same approach as that of van der 
Corput and Chowla, showed that if we omit a thin, exceptional set of even 
integers, all others are sums of two primes, as conjectured by Goldbach. In 
particular, except for a very thin, exceptional set of primes (the density of 
this exceptional set has been reduced further by Vaughan and by 
Montgomery and Vaughan; see [8]), for all others we have representations of 
the form 2p = p1 +p2 with p1 < p < pz, so that (p, ,p, pz) form a triplet of 
primes in arithmetic progression. Estermann determines a lower bound, 
a(2p), for the number of such representations. He is interested in (and uses) 
only the positivity of 42~). In fact, however, 42~) is asymptotically equal 
to the total number of such representations. From [l] it is almost immediate 
that, for some C, > 0, NJ(x) > C,xz/log3 x. With moderate effort one may 
show that C, > C/2, where C = np+z (1 - (p - l)-‘) = 0.66016..., the so- 
called twin primes constant. If one would show (and this may not be too 
difftcult) that Estermann’s 42~) is, in fact, asymptotically equal to the total 
number of representations, it would follow that, for x --) 00, 
N30-fC&. 
However, it does not appear likely that this approach yields much more. 
In the present paper a different approach is taken, which leads beyond the 
asymptotic value to an asymptotic series representation for N,(x) (see 
Theorem 2). From this, the fact that lim,,, N3(x) = co follows as an 
immediate corollary. 
2. HEURISTIC RESULTS 
It is, in fact, not difficult to obtain heuristically even asymptotic formulae 
for N,(x), m = 2, 3 ,..., such as (2), below. Zagier [ 121 obtained a stronger 
form of (2) by assuming only the independence of the distribution of residue 
classes modulo distinct primes. Here (2) will be obtained by use of Hardy 
and Littlewood’s well-known “Theorem X1” of [ 61. In fact, in this deduction 
it will be assumed that “Theorem Xi” holds in a certain strong sense, 
uniformly with respect to a parameter I that will occur. We shall call this 
form of the theorem (neither proved nor claimed by Hardy and Littlewood) 
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the “Strong Theorem X, .” We shall recall the text of that theorem in the 
form given in [6] and only call attention upon the “strengthening” at the 
point where this is in fact used. This added assumption of uniformity can, 
presumably, be avoided, because the contribution of large A’s is small; this, 
however, would make the proof much longer and less transparent and little 
would be gained. Indeed, in the proof of “Theorem X1” (as pointed out by 
Hardy and Littlewood), use is made of a certain unproved assumption, so 
that (2) is, in any case, only heuristically justified. 
THEOREM 1. The “Strong Theorem X,” would imply that the number 
N,,,(x) of m-tuples of primes in arithmetic progression with p(” < p”’ < .+ + < 
pCm’ < x satisfies the asymptotic equality 
Nm(x) - l n [ (+)m-'. p-c;- "I 
2(m- 1) p>m 
xpQm+ -L- . x2 
( ) 
m-l 
P-l (log x)m * 
(2) 
Going beyond (2), Zagier [ 121 shows that if the right side of (2) is denoted 
by F,(x), then (2) may be replaced by the proper equality 
Nm(x) = Fm(x) 
( 
l + ,gl & + O ( (log $+ *) ) 3 (2’) 
with C& (aj/(log x,‘) an asymptotic series with computable coefficients aj. 
Unfortunately, like (2), Eq. (2’) can be obtained only heuristically at present. 
Let C = I-I,,* (1 - (p - l)-‘) = 0.66016... (the so-called “twin primes 
constant”) and 
c, = JJ P2(P - 3) 
p>s (P- II3 = ,rJ3 (l - (;--I;‘) ; 
then (2) implies, in particular, that 
N,(x) - x2 
2 log2 x ’ 
N,(x)--& 
X1 
2 ii& 
(3) 
(4) 
and 
,(x)-+C’+. 
log x (5) 
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Of these relations, (3) is trivially true, because N2(x), the number of pairs of 
primes not larger than x, equals X(X)*/~ N +(x/log x)‘. We shall prove (4) 
and, indeed, the stronger 
THEOREM 2. Unconditionally, for x -+ co, 
1 2 
N,(x) = z c (IO; x)’ 
I 
It;: aj 
-+o( (log:y+‘) 17 g, (log XY 
where 
a, = l/2 - log 2 = 2.8068528194..., 
a,= 11-3 log2-log22+ 9 (4” 
,el k(k + 1)2 
= 13 - 5 log 2 - log2 2 - 7r2/12 = 8.23134404... 
and all aj are computable; the series in parentheses is an asymptotic series. 
For (5), which can be sharpened to 
3 2 
N4(x) = 4 C’ (loi x)4 
( 
1 + log x aj4’+ o( (loglx)*))9 (5’) 
ay)=5+log4-+log3- 3.63976..., 
and for (2), for larger values of m, the difficulties inherent in a proof 
modeled after that of Theorem 2 could not be overcome. A comparison of 
the predictions of (2) and, in particular, of (5’) with the results of a 
computer search seems to support their validity and is the subject of a 
separate presentation [ 51. 
In connection with the conjecture stated in the Introduction let us observe 
the following obvious 
COROLLARY. If (2) holds, then there exist arbitrarily long arithmetic 
progressions, consisting only of primes. 
The proof of Theorem 1 is found in Section 3, while Sections 4 and 5 
contain most of the proof of Theorem 2. The proof of Theorem 2 is 
completed with the help of a lemma (Lemma 2), formulated more generally 
than is needed here, in view of some future use. The proof of Lemma 2 is in 
Sections 6 and 7. 
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3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
In order to make this presentation self-contained, we quote here Hardy 
and Littlewood’s “Theorem Xi,)’ with only minor notational modifications. 
THEOREM X,. Let b,,bZ,...,b, be distinct integers and P(x) = 
P(x, b, ,..., b,) the number of groups n + b,, n + b2,..., n + b, between 1 and 
x and consisting wholly of primes. Then 
P(x) - W,, b 2 ,..., b,) k(x) (6) 
when x --f CO. where 
W 
v = v(p; b, ,..., b,) is the number of distinct residues of b, ,..., b, to modulus p, 
and 
Further, 
G@ I,..., b,) = C,H(b, ,..., b,), 
where 
c,=fl p Ii 1 
m-1 p-m 
p>m P-l p-l’ I 
H(b, ,..., 
m-1 p-v 
-rI-- 
I 
P-V 
P-1 plA p-m 
P>m 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
and A is the product of the dtyferences of the 8s. 
In order to see how Theorem X, implies (2) we tirst observe that 
Li,(x) N x/(log x)~. (10) 
Next, set P, = npGmp and observe that the common difference pj + , - pj = 
- b. = k must be, in general, a multiple of P,. Otherwise, for a prime 
::‘rn the. integers n + b, = n + b, + (j - I)k = p1 + (j - I)k (j = 1, 2,..., m) 
cover all residue classes modp; in particular one of them is divisible by p 
and, hence, not a prime. An exception can occur only for p = m = pl, but 
the number of such progressions is of a lower order than (2) and this does 
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not alter the conclusions to be drawn. Hence, let the common difference 
k = illP, ; here A = 1, 2,..., [x/(m - 1) P,], and the sign of A is determined 
by that of b, -b, . 
From pj = p1 + (j - 1 )k = n + b, + (j - 1)k = n + bj it follows that 
bj, - bj2= (j, -j,)k = (j, -j,),l P,, so that, for p < m, p\bj, - bj2 and all 
bj’s belong to the same residue class modp; hence v = 1 and 
(P-V)/(P- I)= 1 in the first product of (9). For p > m, p%(jz -jJ, 
P%Pnl, and pld if and only if pll. If p/d, then V= 1; otherwise, V= m. 
Formula (9) now becomes, for a specific 1, 
f&n P 
( 1 
m-1 
rI P-V 
p<m P-l p>m p-m’ 
It now follows by (6) and (7), that the number of arithmetic progressions 
counted by (6), consisting of m primes with common difference pi+ 1 - pj = 
k = AP, and with pm < x, is asymptotic to 
Cm ,Qm j&i 
i ) 
m-l 
n =Li,(x). 
P>m p-m 
As already observed, here v = v(k) equals 1 or m, accordingly as pi A or p%A. 
On the basis of our assumption of the strong form of TheoremX,, we 
continue to reason as follows: 
For a given p > m, in a proportion l/p of all the (-x/(m - 1) P,) possible 
values of A, pli and V= 1; for the other (-(p - 1)/p. (x/(m - l)P,)) 
values of 2, p%A and v = m so that 
It follows that the total number of progressions counted is asymptotically 
equal to 
or, using also (8) and (lo), to 
* (m ” 1) (logxx)” ’ 
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In the last expressions the prime factors p ,< m of P, have been distributed 
over the factors of the second product. We now combine products and obtain 
Here each progression counted by N,(x) occurs twice, once with 1 > 0 and 
once with 1 < 0, due to the fact that the Hardy-Littlewood formula (6) 
counts the cases when bj is replaced by bnejtI as distinct. It follows that, 
finally, N,(X) is asymptotically equal to one-half of the previous value so 
that 
and (2) is proved. 
4. NOTATIONS AND A LEMMA 
In order to keep this article short, but still reasonably self-contained, some 
well-known results will be quoted without proof. They may’be found in 
Chapter VI of [9] with complete proofs and virtually the same notations, and 
are assembled here, for convenience, in Lemma 1. 
Let u > 0, set S(a) (=S(a; x)) = CPGX e2nipn and X= log” x and define 
6-i = r = x/X and Y = (log x)~‘. Also, set 
In what follows, a will stand for an integer, with 0 < a < q, (a, q) = 1, and 
C, will always mean 
c . 
El 
(a&l)= 1 
Multiple sums, such as &<n,Gx C2Gn2<x C2<n3<x will be written as simple 
sums CZGnlGx and the range of the subscripts i will be clear from the 
context. The same holds for sums over primes, such as CpIGX, etc. The 
functions ,u(q), d(q), li x, have their customary meaning. The letter c occurs 
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in exponents like ewCY and stands for a positive constant, not necessarily 
always the same. The constants implied by the O-notation depend on u and 
E. but not on other variables, such as x, q, or /3. 
LEMMA 1. For 0 < a c 4 < X, (a, 4) = 1, Sk/q) = Q&)/d(q)) li x + 
O(xePY). For l/31 < 1, S(a/q + ,l?) = g(q, /3) t 0(x(x IpI + 1) e-‘*>. For 
IPIGS, 
For any real /?: 
S(a/q + p) = 3(q, /I) + O(xeBrY). (11) 
ForO<\PI<$, 
I %I, PI = %- l+ vog 4. (12) 
lw?J>I = O(q-l+c IPI-‘>* (13) 
For any real a E [-6, 1 - 61 there exist integers q and a, such that 
l<q<:z, o<a<q, (a,q)= 1 and (a - a/q1 < (qt)-’ <q-*. For 
a = a/s t P, IPI < 4-‘, 
S(a) = O(x(log x)9/2 {(q- ’ + qx- ‘)l’* + eCxY}). (14) 
The main ‘difficulties in the application of Lemma 1 stem from the fact 
that it will have to be used not only in the evaluation of S(a), but also in 
that of S(2a). These difficulties are of two kinds. First, 2a = 2u/q t 2p leads, 
for d < I/I < f , to values of 2 I/II > 3 ; this will force us to use (12), rather 
than the more favorable estimate (13). Next, for even q = 2q,, the term 
2a/q = 2a/2q, = a/q, and the denominator has been changed. We shall deal 
with these difftculties as they arise; however, in order to avoid case 
distinctions according to the parity of q, we shah use q0 to denote either q 
itself, if q is odd, or q1 = q/2, if q is even. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Consider the integral 
I(X) = . ’ S’(a) S(2a) da 
1 0 
= 
’ v e2nia(pl+pz-2P$ da = r e*niQ(Pl+P2--2P3 &. 
0 P2.x 
(15) 
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The last integral vanishes, unless p1 +pz - 2p, = 0, when it is equal to one; 
hence, the last sum counts the triplets with p, < p3 < p2 (or pz < p, < p,) in 
arithmetic progression. Each triplet with distinct primes is counted twice, 
while those with p1 = pz = p3 are counted once. As the latter are not counted 
by N3(x), it follows that 
N,(x) =4(1(x) - 7c(x)}. (16) 
In order to estimate I(x), we observe that the integrand in (15) is periodic, 
so that the integral may be replaced by s!.;8. Next, the interval [-6, 1 - 61 is 
split into non-overlapping “major” intervals, with a = a/q + /3, 1 < q <iI’, 
I/3 < 6, and (perhaps overlapping) “minor” intervals with X < q < 7 and 
IPI < (47)-‘* Th e union of major and minor intervals covers [-6, 1 - 61. 
On the_ major intervals, S’(a) S(2a) = (#(q, j?) + R ,)’ (sl<q, ,2/l) + R J = 
3(q, P)’ ,T(qo, z/3) + R(P), where 
By (ll), Ri=O(xe -“) (i = 1, 2) and, b y using only the trivial estimate O(x) 
for both lf(q, /3)] and ($(qo, 2/I)], it follows that R(j) = O(x3emCY). The 
contribution of R(j3) to the integral over one major interval is Its R@) d/3 = 
O(GX~~-~~) = O(x2e-CY). This amount, summed over all major intervals, 
leads to the error term 
E,(X)= 0 x2e-cy. Y y 1 
I qyx 7 I 
= 0 x2eCcY C #(q 
I 
= O(x2e-cy). 
P<X i 
The contribution of f(q, p)’ L?‘(qu 2/?) to the integral over the major intervals 
equals CqcX C, j!, f’(q, /3) 3(qo, 2/I) dp. If we replace the_ last integral 
with J?‘,*, we introduce an error of 2 Jr/’ L?(q, /3) $(q,,, 2p) d/l = 
2{li4 + I;:}. In the first integral, by (13) the integrand is O(q-3+3E/?-3) and 
the integral is O(q-3+3’6-2) = O(q-3+3’x2(log xJ-*‘). In the second integral, 
j Q 2/I < 1, so that we_ cannot use (13) for 3(qo, 2/Q. By using (13) for 
5/(4,/l) and (12) for $(q,,, 2/l), the integrand is seen to be O(q-2t2Ej3p-2. 
4 -‘+‘x/logx); hence, the integral is O(q-3+3’x/logx) and is absorbed into 
the first. If we sum over all major intervals, we obtain as estimate for this 
second error E2(x) = O{x2(log x)-*~ CqGx q-3+3c ELI 1) = O(x2(log x)-‘~), 
because CqGX q-*+*’ < C,“=, q-‘+*’ and converges. 
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Before we compute the principal term, let us verify that the contribution of 
the minor arcs is negligible with respect to E2(x), hence, is absorbed by it. 
From (14) and q > X it follows that 
S(a) = O{x(log x)“* Max(Xy;:T (4-I + qx-‘)*“, emY)}, 
for a on a minor interval. 
The maximum of (q-’ +4x-‘) over the interval X < q < r is attained at 
the endpoints and equals (at either end!) log-‘x(1 +x-l logzU x). Hence, as 
Max(log x))IJ2, eeY} = (log x)-@, it follows that S(a) = O{x(log x)(~-‘)‘*}. 
If G is the union of the minor intervals, it follows that their contribution to 
Z(x) in (15) satisfies 
IE3(x)l = j S(a)’ S(2a) da Q I S(a)l* 1 S(2a)l da 
G I j G 
= O(x(log xy9-~v* ’ 2 e*7aa 
‘i ( )( 
2, 
-2nip’a da 
0 P<X P’4.X ) 
= z(x) - O(x(log x) P-u)/*) = qx*(log x)(7-u)/*)a 
By adding the three errors, E(x) = E,(x) + E,(x) + E3(x), we obtain 
Z(x) = c c j"* Sk, PI' ho 7 2p) @ + E(x) 
q<x a -l/2 
(17) 
with E(x) = O{x*(log x)(‘-‘)I*}. 
We now proceed to compute the integral in (17). For q odd it reads 
P3(4) 5‘ l/2 e 
2ni4(n,+n2-*a,) 
I 
Pu(d 
m 2&y& _ v* log n, * log n, * log n3 
4J= fCq) W>~ 
with 
U(x) = c (log Qi log n, log n3>- l. 
2<nt<x 
n*+n2=2nj 
Indeed, the integral vanishes unless n, t n, = 2n3, when it has the value 
(log n, log n, log n3)-‘* 
When q is even, say, q = 2q,, we find that on the 4(q) major intervals 
centered at a/q((a, q) = (a, 2q,) = l), we have 
s* ($+B)S(~+2~)=S'(~+8)S(~tyl). 
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For 0 <a < ~7~ = q/2, we find, by Lemma 1, that the product equals 
(18) 
with R, and R, as in Lemma 1. 
If q, < a < 2q,, the first factor remains unchanged. In the second, 
with 0 < a’ < q1 and (a’, ql) = 1, a’ even. For even ql, p(2qJ = 0 and it is 
sufficient to sum again only over odd values of ql, and for those 
as before. We conclude that when a runs through the #(2q,) = #(ql) odd 
values of a with (a, q,) = 1 in 0 < a < 2q,, the argument of S(2a) is of the 
form u/q, + 2p, with a running through all (odd and even) #(q,) values 
prime to qI in 0 < a < ql. In either case (18) holds and the product equals 
&d c 
e2ni(n,tn2-2n3)D 
m  2<n,<x log n, log n2 log n, 
+ W). 
The contribution of R(P) to Z(x) is, as already seen, O(x2eecY) and is 
absorbed into E(x). Equation (17) now becomes 
qodd 
Again by writing q for ql, the large bracket is seen to equal 
For X-+ co, both sums are convergent. 
Moreover, 
q odd qodd 
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with 
l&(X)I < z ff2(9)= 0 -s 9>x (qyx fy2) = 0 (%g), 
q odd 
where log, X = log(log X). A similar estimate holds for the second sum and 
it follows that the large bracket equals 
2 ,Zd -g + 0 1 logy;; x) I= 2c + O((log x)‘-“), 
with c = Cqodd @(4)/$2(4)) = n,,2 (1 - (p - l))“), the twin primes 
constant. We have obtained 
I(x) = ZCU(x) + E,(x) (19) 
with E,(x) = O{E(x) + U(x)(log x)‘-“). From its definition it is clear that 
U(x) = O(x2/log3 x) (see also Lemma 2, to be proved presently), so that 
E,(x) = O{x(log x)(‘-u)‘2 + x2(log x)-3 (log x)(‘-U’} = O(x(log x)(‘-U)‘2), 
We shall now prove 
LEMMA 2. For x -+ 00, 
U(x) = x2 
2 log3 x 1 
I+: ‘j - + O((log x)-“-l) ; 
,?I (log 4’ t 
here the sum stands for the first terms of an asymptotic series with 
computable coeflcients. In particular, a, = z - log 2 N 2.806852819... and 
a2= 11-3 log2-log22+ -? (-l)k 
k:l k(k + 1)’ 
= 13-5 log2-log22-n2/12-8.2313440499. 
Theorem 2 now follows immediately from (16), (19), and Lemma 2 so that 
the proof of Lemma 2 also completes that of the theorem. 
6. PROOF OF LEMMA 2’ 
In U(x) the terms corresponding to n, = n, = n3 add up to 
c 2gnGx (log n>-’ - 4og x)V3, a quantity absorbed into the error term of 
’ Outlined in 1121. 
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U(x) in Lemma 2. Also, to each term with n, < n3 < n2 in U(x) we may 
associate a term of equal value with n2 < n3 < n,. To prove Lemma 2 it is, 
therefore, sufftcient to show that 
fU(x)= + ‘+ 1 
n%2 log n ,kl log in log(n + m)/2 
+ O(x(log x> - ‘) 
X2 
N a. 
= 4 log3 x ,Fo (log xy 
J + O(x2(log x)-N-4), (20) 
with a,, = 1. 
We approximate the inner sum by an integral. In order to give integral 
increments to (n t m)/2, m has to receive even increments. Hence, when we 
replace m by the continuous variable z, the unitary increment is replaced by 
d(z/2) and the inner sum is approximated by f li dz/log((n t z)/2) log z. 
The error committed by this approximation is negligible. Indeed the 
integrand differs from the discrete term by less than 
(n t z) log(n + z)/2) t z log(z t 2) 
z(n t z)(log z log((n t z)/2))2 ’ 
which, integrated over (0, n), is O(log-’ n) and leads for U(x) to an error 
term O(x) absorbed by the error term of (20). 
We shall verify presently that 
dz 
fCy)=j: log((y + z)/2) log z 
has an asymptotic expansion 
f(u)=y(lOgy)-' ~ Cj(lOgy)-jt o(y(10gy)-N-3)' 
j=O 
with co = 1. Accepting this for a moment, (20) becomes 
U(x)= + l Iz + c.(logn)-j+O 
,4, logn,no J I 
+ n(log n)-N-4 
ni, I 
N x 
= z. cj nT2 n(log n)-j-” t O(x’(log x)-“-“). 
The inner sum may be replaced by 
(21) 
(22) 
i : 
ydy 
(log y)j+j + O 
dy 
: (log y)j+j ; I 
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here the error term is O(x/(log x)‘) and is absorbed into the error term of 
(22). 
By successive integrations by parts, for x--t co, 
x ydy 2 
I 
N k(kt 1)***(ktv-1) 
* (logy)” = 2(loxg X)k “SO 2”(log x)” 
We now substitute this with k =j t 3 for the inner sum in (22) and obtain 
X2 
N 
ci 
2 log3 x ,zO (log xr’ 
.I + (j+3)(j+4)***(j+vt2) AL u=o 2”(log x)” to ((log:,N+i) 1 
t O(xZ(log x)-N- “). 
We rearrange the finite sum by successive powers of the logarithm and 
obtain 
U(x)= x2 
N 
ak 2 log3 x kgO (log x)” + ’ ( (log;)N+4) ) 
with 
ak= y c, (j+3)(j+4)***(j+~+2) 
j+L;i=k 
.I 2” 
j,u>O 
In particular, recalling that co = 1 
a,= 1, a,=$ tc,, a, = 3 t 2c, t c2, (24) 
etc., and Lemma 2 is proved, pending the justification of (21) and the 
computation of the constants. 
7. PROOF OF (21) 
In the defining integral, we set z = ty and obtain 
f(Y) = YOOf? Y)Yjl 
yy  , + loe((t + 1)/2) 
( logydf )(l+kg 
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If we replace the lower bound by zero, the error is 
where the integral over u is to be understood, e.g., in the sense of a Cauchy 
principal value. This leads to an error O(log-’ y) for f(y), absorbed by the 
error term of (21). 
It remains to estimate the integral. The integrand reads 
( 
1 _ 1Mw~ + 1)) -I 1 _ lofd lb) -’ 
h Y i ( 1% Y i 
log(2/(t t 1)) N+' 
W2/(t + 1)) = 6 
30 ( 1% Y 1 
r + ( 1% Y 1 
1 _ bd2/(f + 1)) 
1% Y 
The form of the error term is justified by the fact that the finitely many terms 
of the first factor stay bounded for 0 < t < 1. 
This error term leads to an error on the integral not larger than 
O(log--‘y j; (log(l/QN+’ dt) = O((log y)-+‘). 
The coefficient cj of (log y)-j equals 
c J ’ (log[2/(t + l)])’ (log( l/t))” df. rts=j 0 
r,s>O 
In particular, 
co= 1, 
1 c, = J( 1% &tlogf 1 dt = 2 - log 2, 
0 
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By elementary computations, 
2 
log2 - 
t+1 
+ log* f dt = -log* 2 - 2 log 2 + 4, 
while 
i 
’ (log 2 - log@ + 1)) (-log t) dt 
0 
? 
2, 
=log2 + c C-1)” 
nr, n(n + l)*’ 
so that 
c* = -log2 2 - log 2 + 4 + 7 C-1)” 
“Y, n(n + 1y ’ 
a,= 1, 
a,=;-log2, 
and 
a2=3+2(2-log2)-log*2-log2+4+ F (-1)” 
,?I n(n + 1)’ 
=ll-3 log2-1og*2+s, 
say, and it only remains to estimate S in closed form. For that we consider 
the function f(x) = C,“=, (xnt ‘/n(n + l)*); then 5’ = -f(-1). Clearly, 
and f(0) = f’(0) = 0. Consequently, 
f’(x) =T” nz1 xn (ST) 
and 
Ax) = 2 n(;n;‘l) - iJl (nx;+;)* =f1(x) -f,(x). 
n=l 
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Next, 
fl(-l) = 5 &y;; = f (-l)n+’ 
fl=l ft=l (f-&) 
* (-1)” = 1-2 c -= 2 -q WY-’ _ 1 
n=l n 
dL 
n=l n 
=2log2- 1; 
and 
It follows that S = -f(-1) =f2(-1) -f,(-1) = 2 - 2 log 2 - 7r2/12 and this 
completes the proof of (21), of Lemma 2, hence of Theorem 2. 
8. A GENERAL ASYMPTOTIC SERIES 
While similar complete proofs are not available at this moment for the 
case of an arbitrary number of terms of an arithmetic progression, one is led 
in each case to the estimation of sums of the type 
Utn(x> = c 
1 
log n, log n, a-. log n, ' 
with the sum extended over integers nj, 2 < nj < x, nj-, + nj+ 1 = 2nj 
(j = 2, 3 )...) m - 1). 
In view of the fact that the proof, while more complicated, is essentially 
the same, we shall state the corresponding result and give a sketch of the 
proof. 
LEMMA 3. For x + co andfzxed M, 
2 
u?Jx) = (m - logm x 
I 
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Comment. In Lemma 3 the sum stands for the first terms of an 
asymptotic series with computable coefficients. In particular 
a~~~~~-~~(m-l)~og(m-~)~~‘v-~+~~z ‘log’ 
I,= 2 “e2 m-l-v’ 
and 
a:“)- (m+ Wm-2) m*- 1 m(m - 1) - - 4 --log(m- 2 I)+ 2 log’(m 1) 
+ -(m- 1)210g2(m- 1) t 
I 
(m- l)(m-5) 
2 
log(m- 1) t2(m- 1) 
I 
m-1 
. -i- v-1 
“2, 
- & (m log(m - 1) t 2) 
t ( 2tmlog(m- mt5 1) 1 m-2 7 
vlogv m\;’ v log2 v 
,~2m-l-v-,kzm-l-v 
tt) I ’ log(u, t t v,) log@, t t u2) dt; 0 
here the last summation extends over all integers U, # u2, 1 < u,, 
u2 < m - 1, U, t ui = u2 t uz = m - 1. The other coefficients ajm) are 
computable by similar formulae. 
Sketch of a proof of Lemma 3. As before, 
1 
&(x) = + - 
“I 
nT2 logn, .z2 I 
log Cm - 2) 4 + n, 
m-l 
. log Cm - 3) nl + 2n, ... log Cm - 1) n, 
1 
-’ 
m-l m-l ’ (25) 
The inner sum is replaced by an integral (we drop the subscript of n,) 
1% 
2 t (m - 2)n uz + on 
m-l 
***log m-I e-0 
,og(m-2)z+n logz 
m-l I 
-‘dz > 
with integers U, v, u+v=m-1, l<u<m-1, O<v<m-2. The 
estimates of the errors committed here and later, by replacing sums by 
integrals, a lower limit 2/y by zero, etc., are as before and need no repetition. 
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uz+uy -’ 
m-l I 
dy 
27 
We claim that 
fmtY)=[ [I 
E y(,og y)‘-” G 
p 
zo (10; Y>” 
+ O((log y)-“- ‘> (26) 
where the product is extended over the values u, u specified above and where, 
in particular, 
c(m) = 1, 0 
m-1 
c(lm) = -(m - 1) log(m - 1) C v-l + (m - 1) + x: ,“‘9”_1~ v, 
I' = 2 
and the other coefficients can be computed by similar formulae (see (29) for 
c:“‘). If we replace the inner sum in (25) by (l/(m - l))&(x), from (26), we 
obtain 
) U(x) = 
Here the first O-term comes from (26), the second from the approximation of 
the inner integral by f,(n) and the last from the approximation of the outer 
sum by an integral. They add up to O(x’/(log x)“+“‘+r). The integrals are 
those already computed and, if we replace them by their values (23), we 
obtain for j > N 
N 
f U(x) = 
x2 C(m) 
2(m- l)logmx nYO iC$G 
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( 
2 
+ O (log ;;m+N+l 
1 
X2 
N on) 
ak 
2 
= 2(m - 1) h,gm x k?O (log x)k + ’ (logx;m+N+l ’ 
with 
(n) = -q 
ak - Q)(n + m)(n + m + 1) ... (n + m + v - 1)/2”. 
n+v=k 
fl,l,;rO 
In particular, 
(28) 
a(m) = $0 = 1 
0 5 al 
Cm) = C(m) 
0 ;+c:y 
Cm)- (m)m(m+l) m+l a2 -co 
4 
+ cim) - 
2 
+ ckm), etc. 
This finishes the proof of Lemma 3, pending justification of (26). 
Proceeding essentially as in the case m = 3 we set z = tv, and factor out 
y(log y)‘-“. Then the remaining integrand is seen to equal 
m-l 
1 +(logy)-’ r log- 
u=l 
1% 
m-l 
1% 
m - 1 v2. 
+ . . . 
u,t+u, u,t + v2 
u,+v7=2 
Y’ L lois L’,+. . . +vk=N u,.u ,...,, uk 
+ 0 (g&y+‘). 
The integrations are elementary but tedious and lead to 
m-1 .I 
c;m) = \‘ L 1 
{log(m - 1) - log(ut + u)} df 
u=l 0 
m-l “k 
1% 
u,t t uk 
m-l m-2 
=-(m- l)log(m- 1) V v-l +m- l+ V v log v 
,c2 L*2 m- 1 -v’ 
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1 m(m-1) jl 
m-1 
Cl 
(ml = 
0 2 
log+2 - 1) - m log(m - 1) c log(ut t v) 
u=l 
m-l 
+ C log+ + u) + x lo&t + u,) log(u,t + 5) dt 
u=1 u1+u2 I 
=m(m- 1) 
2 
log2(m - 1) 
+ {-(m- l)*log+- l)+(m- l)(m-2)log(m- 1)+2(m- 1)) 
m-1 
* c V-r+(mlog(m-l)+2)~~~ “,‘““;I,” 
v=l 
- me’ v 1qg=v 
“e2 m-l-v 
+c ’ 
I 
log@, t + u,) log(u,t + 2~2) dt. 
U,#U2 0 
This finishes the proof of (26), hence that of Lemma 3. One may verify that 
if we set m = 3 in the present formulae, we obtain again those of Sections 5 
to 7. 
9. CONCLUING REMARKS 
We may expect to obtain formulae more accurate than (2), if we multiply 
the second member by the asymptotic series of Lemma 3. While these 
formulae are at present no more than conjectures, it is worthwhile to 
consider them, if we want to compare their results with actual countings of 
arithmetic progressions of primes. Indeed, unless one goes to very high 
values of x, this is almost indispensable, in order to obtain meaningful 
results. So, e.g., for x = lo4 and m = 3, the first corrective term in Lemma 2 
is a,/log lo4 - 2.8068.../9.21034... - .3047... and represents more than 30% 
of the principal term. A numerical investigation of these conjectural formulae 
is the subject of another paper [5]. 
In the meantime, in order to give the reader some idea of the speed of 
convergence of the asymptotic value (with or without corrective terms) of 
Theorem 2 to the true value of N3(x), the following quantities, rounded off to 
the nearest integer, are tabulated as functions of x: (i) the actual count 
N3(x), (ii> F3t x > , as defined in Section 2 (see (2) and (2’)), (iii) F;(x) = F,(x) 
(1 + a13’/log x), and (iv) F;(x) = F,(x)( 1 + ai3’/log x + a:3’/log2 x). To these 
has been added a column for (v) G,(x) = C. U(x), with C and U(x) as 
defined in Sections 2 and 5, respectively. In G,(x) the sum over the 
reciprocals of the products of logarithms is used directly, rather than through 
its asymptotic value (x2/4 log3 x)(1 + corrective terms). 
641/14/l-3 
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Next to each of the last four columns mentioned, a column is also listed 
for the ratio of the true, counted number N3(x) to the respective computed 
quantity. One may observe that, contrary to what one may expect, the 
closest approximation (within the range considered here) to N3(x) is 
furnished by F;‘(x), rather than by G,(x). 
TABLE I 
X 
100 
1,ooo 
2,ooo 
4@0 
6,000 
8,000 
10,000 
50,000 
N,(x) 
____ 
46 
1,500 
4,457 
13,356 
25,679 
41,029 
59,504 
873,953 
F,(x) N, IF, F;(x) N, IF; F;(x) 
34 1.353 54 0.852 68 
1,001 1.499 1,408 1.065 1,581 
3,007 1.482 4,117 1.083 4,545 
9,256 1.443 12,389 1.078 13,496 
18,048 1.423 23,871 1.076 25,835 
29,102 1.410 38,191 1.074 41,157 
42,247 1.408 55,121 1.080 59,221 
65 1,487 1.341 820,495 1.065 866,303 
NJF; G,(x) N,IG, 
- 
0.676 43 1.070 
0.949 1,782 0.842 
0.981 4,980 0.895 
0.990 14,412 0.923 
0.994 27,426 0.936 
0.991 43,427 0.945 
1.005 62,224 0.956 
1.009 891,421 0.980 
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